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Abstract: Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) is a famous and classic operation for combination of optimization
problems which is very used. Many complex issues can be modeled as traveling salesman problems. Since TSP
is a NP-complete problem, certain algorithms cannot be used for solving it. Hence heuristic methods are
common to resolve these issues. This paper presents a new algorithm called TSP-GSA for solving the traveling
salesman problem by means of Gravitational Search algorithm or GSA. This algorithm has used 2 parameters
out of 4 main parameters of velocity and gravitational force in physics based on random search concepts. The
proposed algorithm has been compared with the genetic algorithm [1] and experimental results showed that not
only proposed algorithm has better performance but also it takes less time to be solved.
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INTRODUCTION In recent years, many algorithms have been proposed to

Traveling Salesman Problem consists of n cities and follows:
between every two city there can exist a way (path). Each Fozia hanif khan, Nasiruddin khan and syed
of these paths has specified distance or cost. Traveling inayatullah [2] have used a new method to show
salesman wants to start from one of these cities and then chromosome by using a binary matrix to solve either
travel to all cities such that he passes through each city symmetrical or asymmetrical TSP algorithm.
only once and finally, return to the origin. The aim (target) Nagham Azmi et al. [3] have suggested a simple
of the traveling salesman problem is finding the order of standard genetic which is a new approach of genetic
the cities such that, in general, the total distance of the algorithm and is called a social genetic algorithm for
travel, or the cost of the trip, be reduced by the seller TSP. This algorithm shows that social genetic algorithm
during the trip [2-4]. works better than standard genetic algorithm. 

TSP can be symmetrical or asymmetrical. In the Seyed Reza Hejazi and Reza Soltani [4], used Ant
symmetrical one, the distance between the two cities does Colony and genetic algorithm and could get better tour
not depended on the distance of travel. For example, if we result for TSP.
show the distance between two nodes called i and j by d Alessio Plebe and Angelo Marcello Anile [5] haveij

and if we have d =d  TSP is symmetric otherwise it is presented a method based on the neural network to solveji ij

asymmetrical. Although it is easy to understand traveling the Extra Double TSP such that in this method, the final
salesman problem, but if its size gets large, solving the result for the problem is one of the changes of basic TSP,
problem will be difficult and even in very large sizes, it is where these aims can be ended to two parallel operational
almost impossible to solve it [4]. salesmen. Genetic algorithm is one of the most functional

TSP is a complicated or a NP-compete problem that methods for solving TSP. It has had some defects
cannot be solved using traditional algorithms and usually included the high operational costs and the slow
innovative methods are used to solve these kinds of movement towards the optimal nationwide. In this article,
problems. Some of the methods which are utilized to solve a new algorithm which is called TSP-GSA has been
such problems are genetic algorithm, simulated presented by using gravitational force to solve the
annealing algorithm, hill climbing algorithm  and  etc. traveling salesman problem.

solve this problem. Some of these algorithms are as
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Fig. 1: An example of traveling salesman problem [1]

The structure of article has been organized as
follows: In the second part, we offer the traveling
salesman problem. In the third part, we describe GSA
algorithm and in the fourth part, we explain GSA algorithm
for solving traveling salesman problem in details. In the
fifth part, simulation results have been shown with
different efficiency parameters and then conclusion has
been mentioned.

Problem Description: In TSP, there are several cities or
several thousand cities in an area that the salesman must
pass all these cities and then return to the origin city as he
shouldn’t pass any of them twice and also the distance
has been taken by the salesman should be minimized [1,6].

Figure1 shows an example of solving TSP. The more
the number of cities is, the more complex the problem is
and the more time is needed to solve it. 

GSA Algorithm
Main Idea: The search space of a problem is assumed as
a multidimensional system with different solutions to the
problem. Each point in space is a unique solution to solve
the problem and each solution possesses a "mass"
through which the objective function will be computed.
Any solution which is better, more objective function
value is generated and thereby its mass will be more.
Besides, search agents are collection of particles. After
constituting search space, its rules will be recognized to
govern it, with the assumption that only gravitation and
motion laws govern it [7-10].

Gravitation Law: Each particle in search space will attract
other particles toward itself. The amount of this force is
proportional to the gravitational property of the particle
and inversely to the distance between the two particles.

Laws of Motion: The real velocity of every particle is
equal to the sum of the coefficient of the previous
velocity of the particle and the change of its velocity.
Change in velocity and acceleration, is equal to the
imposed force on the particle divided to its gravitation
mass.

Gravitational  Search Algorithm: The search space is
considered as a set of m particles. Position of each particle
in search space is a point in space and is taken in account
as a solution to the problem. This position is obtained
from equation (1) in which position of particle i in
dimension d is shown by .

(1)

In this system in time t, a force is imposed from
particle ito each particle j in the direction of dimension d
as much as . The amount of this force is computed

from equation (2) in which G(t) is gravitation constant in
time t, R (t) is distance between two particles i and j inij

that time and  is a small number. To obtain distance
between the particles Euclidean distance has been used
(Equation 3). 

(2)

(3)

The imposed force on the particle i in direction of
dimension d in time t, , is equal to the total amount

of the forces of other particles of the system imposed to
it (Equation 4). 

(4)

According   to   second   Newton’s   law,  each
particle gains acceleration in direction of dimension d and
this acceleration is proportional to the imposed force on
the particle in the same dimension divided by the particle
gravitational mass. The particle acceleration in direction
of dimension d in time t is shown by  and it will be
obtained from Equation 5. 
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Fig. 2: The gravitational force algorithm [10]

(5)

Velocity of each particle is equal to the sum of a
coefficient of the present velocity of the particle and
acceleration of the particle that is obtained from Equation
6. The new position of the particle i in the dimension d is
equal to the sum of its present position and its velocity
that computes by Equation 7.

(6)

(7)

riandrjare the random numbers by uniform distribution in
the interval of (0,1) which have been used to keep the
random property of search. Equation 8 is used in order to
adjust the gravitational constant. Gravitation constant
tends to decline exponentially.

(8)

Proposed Algorithm: In this paper, proposed method was
taken from GSA Algorithm as a strategy for solving TSP
problem. The goal of this algorithm is, to find out
minimum paths between cities for traveling salesman and
make it possible to be used for solving the problem in
huge sizes for the least possible time.

As mentioned above, in TSP problem, there are
several cities or several thousand cities in an area that the
salesman must pass in a way that he doesn’t pass each
city twice. He also has to take the way with the shortest
distance between the cities and come back to the start
point again. We have used GSA algorithm because our 
cities must be within a large array as non-repetitive and
then the amount of distance cost between the cities as
current response should be computed. 

To solve the problem of TSP, three matrices of
distance and initial velocity matrices are produced
randomly. In the velocity matrix, an initial velocity is given
to each city which is considered as a mass. The velocity
will change in later missions. The time matrix can be
attained with the relation (9).

(9)

Cities will be put randomly in an array after producing
above matrices. Now, a solution is made for the problem
and its fitness will be calculated and defined as its mass.
The best solution must have the greatest mass due to
gravity law. The next solution will be produced due to the
current one on the basis of problem’s restrictions and its
fitness will be calculated and known as its mass. This
solution may replace current if it is optimal. If it is not
optimal, another solution will be made due to the current
solution and it will continue on until the algorithm yields
the most optimal solution. The algorithm ends at two
following states:

Each element in the initial velocity vector becomes
zero
Repetition times achieve the maximum.

The explained proposed algorithm is shown as
pseudo code in Figure 3.

Simulated Results: In order to implement the algorithm,
Matlab software has been used. The programs were
performed in a computer with a processor of 2.4 GHz
Pentium-IV and RAM 1 GB.
Proposed algorithm (TSP-GSA) has been compared with
GA algorithm. For comparing those algorithms five data
tests have been designed to cover small, medium and big
systems. Those data tests are entitled as Test_sh_c that
sh  is  the  number  of the problem and c is the number of
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Table 1: The results of the simulation of the two algorithms of GA and GSA
TSP-GSA GA
----------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------

Problem Time (t) Best Fitness Worst Fitness Time (t) Best Fitness Worst Fitness 
Test_01_20 Minimal 130 234 20966 366 540
Test_02_50 Negligible 296 497 39966 437 642
Test_03_100 0.014 580 1086 204286 972 1483
Test_04_500 0.566 2502 3705 1173831 3040 5126
Test_05_1000 4.353 5659 8422 2256090 6853 9734
Best Fitness: The best value for the algorithm that returns the number of cities and the distance taken between the cities
Worst Fitness: The worst value for the algorithm that returns the number of cities and the distance taken between the cities: 
Time: The required amount of time for implementing the algorithm

Fig. 3:  The proposed algorithm pseudo code CA.Fit = fittnes (CA)

cities. For example, test_02_50 shows the second data test
has 50 cities that the salesman must pass the distance Fig. 4: The proposed  algorithm
between those 50 cities so that he mustn’t pass a city
twice and must find the shortest distance between the Figure 5 shows the results of the comparison between the
cities. two algorithms by using Test_01_100. As it is shown in

Table 1 compares the results between the two the figure, the proposed algorithm needs much less time
algorithms TSP-GSA and GA. This table depicts that the to be performed and also achieves better results.
spent  time  is  lower  in  the  proposed  algorithm in Figure 6 shows the results of the comparison
comparison with the GA algorithm. The value of t shows between the two algorithms by using Test_02_1000
the required time for implementing the algorithm. The Figure 7 shows the results of the comparison
results show that the proposed algorithm needs much less between the two algorithms for the best values by using
time to be solved than in the GA algorithm. Test_01_100.

Matrix_Distance = Create_Matrix_Distance
Matrix_Speed = Create_Matrix_Speed
Matrix_Time = Create_Matrix_Time
(Matrix_Distance , Matrix_Speed)
CU = Create_Parente
CA = Create_ChildCU.Fit = Fittnes (CU )
CA.Fit = fittnes (CA)
While ( Number Of City's Region)
If      AC.Fit<CU.Fit    Then
R = Calculate( CA , Matrix_Distance)
F= 6.62 * ( CU.Fit - CA.Fit ) / ( R ^ 2 )
V = Matrix_Speed( CA.City_Current , CA.City_Old )

V = V + F

Matrix_Speed (CA.City_Current, CA.City_Old)=V
matrix_Time (CA.City_Current, CA.City_Old)=
(Matrix_Distance( CA.City_Current, CA.City_Old ) * 60)
/ V
Swap( CU , CA)
CA = Create_Child
CA.Fit = fittnes (CA)
ELSE
Empty (CA)
CA = Create_Child

END IfEND WhileDesign Graph
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Fig. 5: Comparison of the two algorithms of GA and GSA Fig. 8: Comparison of the two algorithms of GA and GSA
by means of Test_01_100 for the best values by means of Test_02_1000

Fig. 6: Comparison of the two algorithms of GA and GSA and  GSA  considering  the  average  time  needed
by means of Test_02_1000 to  be  run

Fig. 7: Comparison of the two algorithms of GA and GSA is  to  reduce the implementation time and find the
for the best values by means of Test_01_100 shortest route between the cities by the salesman.

Fig. 9: Comparison   of   the   two   algorithms   of   GA

Figure 8 shows the results of the comparison
between the two algorithms for the best values by using
Test_02_1000.

Figure 9 shows the time required to implement the
two algorithms on different data tests.

CONCLUSIONS

In  this  article,  a  gravitational  force   algorithm
called TSP-GSA   has   been   offered   to   solve
traveling    salesman    problem.    The    advantages  of
this  algorithm  are  velocity,  implementation  time  and
very  little  fitness  amount.  The  goal  of  this  algorithm
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Efficiency of this algorithm is compared with the GA 4. Hejazi, S.R. and R. Soltani, 2005. The implementation
algorithm. of combined ant colony and genetic algorithm for

The achieved results showed that the TSP_GSA solving traveling salesman problem. In the
algorithm has improved for 15 percent in worst state. The proceeding of 4th International Industrial
amount of this improvement is more significant in larger Engineering Conference.
systems. 5. Plebe, A. and A.M. Anile, 2001. A Neural Network

As shown in the table of simulation, some of state Based Approach to the Double Traveling Salesman
improvements of the TSP_GSA algorithm was about 50 Problem, Preprint of the extended article on Neural
percent. The needed time for proposed algorithm was Computation.
much lower than genetic algorithm. It also requires much 6. Wang, Z., H. Duan and X. Zhang, 2009. An Improved
less time which was about less than 1% of the genetic Greedy Genetic Algorithm for Solving Travelling
algorithm. For the reason why, the required amount of Salesman Problem. In the proceeding of 5th
time for achieving the final response and finding the International Conference on Natural Computation.
shortest route for solving TSP is of utmost importance. 7. Rashedi, E., H. Nezamabadi-pour and S. Saryazd,
Spending a very short time is also one of the main 2009. GSA: A Gravitational Search Algorithm,
advantages of the proposed algorithm. Information Sci., 179(13): 2232-2248.
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